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Japanese Executives Face Life Out of the Nest
by Yoshimichi Yamashita

Just as the abrupt end of the Cold War has created a „new world order“ for statesmen to puzzle over, management
leaders worldwide are facing the challenge of a new economic order. Incongruous as it may seem, the legendary
Japanese management system appears ill-prepared to cope with this transition.

Most Japanese executives don’t really know how to manage change. For 40 years, they have leaned heavily on the
two great perceived strengths of Japanese industry: „top-down“ strategic guidance by Japan’s bureaucratic
aristocracy and „bottom-up“ enthusiasm from Japan’s middle-echelon managers and diligent workers.

From above, the powers that be at the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI), the Ministry of Finance,
and others bestowed upon Japanese industry its mission – to catch up with the West. They also intervened in uneasy
times to make risk attractive, failure unlikely, and strategic management skills superfluous.

In the 1990s, however, the monolith of Japanese industry is breaking up, and the various ministries are losing their
knack for orchestrating events. Witness the failure of the Ministry of Finance to control the recent securities scandal
in Japan. Today, Japan’s managers face their biggest and scariest test: They must learn how to fend for themselves.

Japanese industry got its early energy from a group of postwar entrepreneurs who led the catch-up movement. Some
– like Soichiro Honda – who led his company into the auto industry, even defied MITI’s guidance.

But Japanese management, for the most part, accepted government stewardship and shifted managerial culture from
rational to „relational.“ The typical Japanese executive has become far more adept at internal politics – “boozing and
shmoozing“ – than at strategy.

This relational ethic extends into the heart of the corporation. For years, it allowed top management to depend almost
blindly on the „bottom-up energy“ of the rank-and-file – that fabled commitment of the Japanese group to working
harder and longer than anyone else.

However, without vigorous, coherent management, this kind of commitment will no longer just happen. Witness, for
example, the Big Five of Japanese steel –  Nippon, NKK, Kawasaki, Sumitomo, and Kobe –  which faithfully
followed MITI’s marching orders for more than 30 years. Today, they find that they are too „Japanese“ to survive
outside the closed system that has made them enormous. Their overseas acquisitions (National, Inland, LTV) and
joint ventures (with Armco, USX) can’t be managed long-distance from Tokyo in the familiar „consensus“ style.
Moreover, the Japanese managers sent overseas are either unable or unwilling to act on their own. What results is
inertia.

Similarly, Japanese chemical companies do well only at what large groups of people can do over and over again:
produce commodities. New compounds, new applications and new ideas don’t emerge from a relational, „in crowd“
grouping whose members’ sole purpose is to integrate themselves with one another.

The most telling example of the failing of Japan’s relational ethic is the domestic, consumer-oriented industries,
which MITI bureaucrats did not classify as „strategic“ because they could not earn dollars. Managers in these
industries followed the leaders –  the executives in strategic industries – and honed their relational talents, leaving the
door open to aggressive US. companies, such as Procter & Gamble, McDonald’s, and Disney, to carve out big niches
in the Japanese marketplace.

Thus, today, while the Japanese ministries are losing their omnipotence, the worker bees are losing their innocence.
Instead of intoning the tired mantra of „consensus,“ corporate leaders need strategic approaches that can work in
places other than Japan. And they need to communicate better with their weary, taken-for-granted employees. In
short, they have to wake up the dormant corporate brain.

My sincere belief is that Japan has all the wide-awake brains it needs, many of them trapped below the top
management level. I also believe that, as the need becomes evident, the Japanese talent for adaptability will push
these brains up into the corporate skull where they belong. When this happens, Japanese management may begin to
follow a prescription I’ve been optimistically dispensing for some time now:

• Stop believing every dilettante who proclaims that Japanese management is Number One. Japan is doing so well
only because its national industrial structure is efficient and its society monolithic. These two advantages could
easily become less significant if Japanese management doesn’t shift character.



• Adopt a more rational approach to strategy and administration. Stop wasting energy with too many people doing
too few things too many times (e.g., Japanese distribution systems).

• Guide the organization away from values that „only the Japanese can understand.“ Emphasize that the new model
of corporate culture (notably, that of U.S. multinationals such as Coca-Cola and IBM) blends domestic and imported
approaches.

• Stop „Japanizing“ ideas from the West and start Westernizing Japanese management.

• Give up feudalism and go modern by discouraging the Japanese concept of „group ego,“ which covers everything
from the monopolistic keiretsu  ego to the in-crowd „company ego.“

• Recognize individual talent in the company and rally around the creative spirits. Stop hammering your mavericks.

• Speak English! And stop ostracizing managers –  such as new Prime Minister Kiichi Miyazawa – who speak
English „too well.“

If this defrosting of Japanese management emerges, as I expect it will, the result will be the renaissance of a familiar
concept we call jimpon-shugi, the „humanized workplace.“ This means, ideally, that while we lend renewed
importance to each other’s abilities, the sum of everyone’s commitment is greater than any individual talent. More
important, it means that the parts are all in the right places, doing the right jobs. This approach blends the blessings
of Japan’s relational style with the West’s rigorous rationalism. Japanese management has coasted far too long with
one, but not the other.
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